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BUILDING A RESILIENT AND
CLEANER ENERGY SECTOR
FOR POST-COVID PHILIPPINES
The Ateneo School of Government (ASoG), through the European
Union-funded project, Access to Sustainable Energy Programme –
Clean Energy Living Laboratories Project (ASEP-CELLs) successfully
held the first Energy and Sustainable Development webinar on
“Responding to the Challenges of the COVID-19 Pandemic: Views
from the Energy Sector” last 2 July 2020.

The webinar gathered notable speakers from both public and private
sector, including Senator Sherwin T. Gatchalian, Current
Department of Energy Secretary Alfonso G. Cusi, Former Department
of Energy Secretary Raphael P. M. Lotilla, Meralco PowerGen
President and Chief Executive Officer Mr. Rogelio L. Singson, and Dr.
Laurence L. Delina of the Hong Kong University of Science and
Technology (HKUST). The webinar was held in recognition of Father
Jose Ramon “Jett” T. Villarin, an environment and climate scientist
and advocate, for his three distinguished terms as President of the
Ateneo de Manila University.

Virtually attended by over 400 participants, the webinar offered a
fruitful discussion on the impact of the current pandemic on the
energy sector.
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The Air Quality Dynamics Team of Manila Observatory
prepares their equiment for air quality assessment.



He declared that “In the next 5-7 years, we
[MERALCO PowerGen] will endeavor to generate
50% of our pipeline of projects from renewable
[energy]. We have to make sure that the energy
transition is just, which takes into account social
development and poverty alleviation.”

Taking off from the perspective of the public sector,
Secretary Cusi shared the future plans of the
government regarding the transition to clean
energy. He encouraged those who work in the public
energy sector to strike a balance between meeting
our current energy needs and building a better
world for the coming generations – as one of these
concerns cannot be sacrificed in favor of the other.
“Our country is blessed with abundant source of
Renewable Energy […] we need to maximize
geothermal and hydroelectricity power as they have
proven their reliability,” said Sec. Cusi.

ASEP-CELLs led by Dr. Josef T. Yap and Ms. Cecilia
G. Benavidez also shared key milestones of the
project and its future course with regard to
supporting the DOE in achieving 100% rural
electrification in the Philippines by 2030.

Fr. Jett Villarin concluded the Webinar with his
response and takeaways from the discussion. He
shared that this pandemic just shows how
vulnerable we are as a society. In his final remarks,
Fr. Jett reflected, “I hope this will inspire us to rise
from this crisis and see this as an opportunity [that
will allow us to] build a safer, more beautiful
world.”

Dean Ronald U.  Mendoza of the Ateneo School of
Government opened the webinar with a preview of
the thought-provoking discussions.  “We are eager
to hear from our experts today about their views
on the impact of  the COVID-19 pandemic on the
energy sector,  and map the ways through which
the sector could emerge stronger.  We also look
forward to a discussion on plans of the
government and the private sector in using the
energy sector as a platform toward sustainable
recovery,” said Dean Mendoza.

Dr. Delina presented a unique and sanguine Keynote
Address, highlighting his vision of a 100% Renewable
Energy Philippines. He also strongly urged fellow
speakers to put resilience of the country’s energy
sector in front and center when responding to
various challenges in the industry.

An insightful plenary discussion was ably moderated
by Atty. Lotilla. The panel of eminent figures in the
energy industry was comprised of Senator
Gatchalian, Secretary Cusi, and Mr. Singson.

Senator Gatchalian shared his insights about the
effect of the COVID-19 Pandemic in the energy
sector. He asserted that “what the pandemic
presented to us is that flexibility is very important
[…] and that is where Renewable Energy comes in.”

From the point of view of the private sector, Mr.
Singson presented the plans of Meralco PowerGen to
help revive the energy sector of the country in an
inclusive, socially just manner. 
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The Energy and Sustainable Development Webinar was propelled by diverse speakers from the public and private sector. From left to right: Fr. Jett Villarin, ADMU Outgoing President;
Senator Sherwin Gatchalian, 18th Congress; Atty. Raphael Lotilla, Former DOE Secretary; Dr. Laurence Delina, HKUST  Assistant Professor; Ms. Camille Enalbes, ASEP-CELLs PMO
Advocacy and Communications Officer; Dr. Josef Yap, ASEP-CELLs Senior Technical Advisor; Mr. Rogelio Singson, President and CEO of Meralco PowerGen, Ms. Cecil Benavidez, ASEP-
CELLs Project Manager; Dr. Ronald Mendoza, Dean of ASOG; and Hon. Alfonso Cusi, Secretary of DOE.



The COVID-19 pandemic has shown that despite reduced
economic activity at  a  global  scale,  energy demand wil l  st i l l
trend upward.  While energy consumption has dropped in the
short-term due to lockdowns and decreased mobil ity,
policymakers and governments would sti l l  need to identify
other energy streams to sustain growing populations,  support
economic roles,  and commit to a low-carbon future.  Greening
the grid through renewables is  strategic due to its  decreasing
costs and environmental  case but is  only one part  of  the
equation.  Energy eff iciency and conservation (EE&C) – which
encourages energy savings and cuts emissions using
innovation and behavioral  changes – is  gaining local  traction
and the Phil ippines should not miss out on its  benefits .

In cooperation with the Department of Energy (DOE), and
partnership with the European Union-Supported Access to
Sustainable Energy Programme, the Asian Development Bank, the
ASEP-Clean Energy Living Laboratories Project (ASEP-CELLs),
and Xavier University, the ICLEI - Local Governments for
Sustainability Southeast Asia has spearheaded the second
installation of its regional forums on energy efficiency and
conservation.

Last July 23-24, 2020, the Virtual Mindanao Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Forum for Local Development explored the key
elements of EE&C and highlighted the framework that enables the
participation of local governments and other stakeholders in
streamlining relevant strategies and programs in development
planning.

A key part of the forum was the presentation of Director Patrick
Aquino on the features of the Republic Act 11285 or the EE&C Act
of 2019. In his keynote address, the Energy Utilization
Management Bureau Director of the DOE underpinned the
importance of maintaining the momentum generated by the new
policy. This provides local governments the opportunity to
mainstream energy efficiency programs and activities.

The forum gathered around 180 key
players in the Mindanao region
composed of local governments,
national government agencies, the
private sector, energy service
providers, and academic and
industry experts. This facilitated
robust and wide-ranging discussions
around the issues of EE&C that
affect the region.

European Union Delegation to the
Philippines Acting Head of
Development Cooperation Willy Hick
thanked the partners for organizing
the regional activity and said “This
will certainly bring EE&C into a
higher and broader perspective that
will help improve the quality of life
of the Filipino people.”

Engineer Al-Montazer Mandong of
the Ministry of Environment, Natural
Resources and Energy of BARMM
emphasized Mindanao’s support and
eagerness for mutual cooperation
with players within and beyond the
region.

“We look forward to working closely
with the government and the private
sector in pursuing the
implementation of the energy
efficiency and conservation law,
policies, and programs in addressing
potential issues and conxcerns and
in rationalizing energy demand
consumption in the Bangsamoro. We
can apply our learning in this forum
as we gear towards energy-efficient
buildings and conduct and audit our
steps in lowering our energy cost
and power consumption.”

A MORE SUSTAINABLE
MINDANAO: ACCELERATING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
CONSERVATION FOR LOCAL
DEVELOPMENT

“Energy efficiency drives conservation that improves productivity. In turn, less energy
utilization redounds to cost efficiency. Energy efficiency brings forth conserved resources in all
accounts. The advantages are boundless and limitless from the economic standpoint and on the
development perspective. We all speed ahead to a progressive and sustainable Philippines.”
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Energy efficiency brings multiple benefits such
as boosting the sustainability of energy systems,
enabling local governments’ social and
economic objectives, and encouraging
environmental targets. Achieving sustainability
requires a set of tools and frameworks to tackle
complex development challenges. Energy
efficiency and conservation – with its economic,
environmental, and social advantages – forms a
critical part of the toolkit and ICLEI-SEAS is
dedicated to bridging the gap with its local
government partners.

After almost three decades of legislative push and
pull, 2019 saw the enactment of the law, a
breakthrough that will have important effects on
the country’s energy security agenda. Under the
EE&C Law, local government units shall capture
their initiatives in a Local EE&C Plan (LEECP),
ensuring harmony with their existing
development plans and objectives. The forum also
tackled other critical areas for energy efficiency
such as developing and financing projects,
creating incentives, and exploring local
technologies and innovations.
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The Virtual Mindanao Energy Efficiency and Conservation Forum for Local Development and Journalists Online Bootcamp on Energy Efficiency and
Conservation Law was attended by various local government executives and energy journalists from Mindanao. 

ICLEI-SEAS and ASEP-TA teams up with Xavier University  for the Mindanao leg of the Energy Efficiency and Conservation Forum for Local Development.



The Ateneo School of Government (ASoG) through
the Access to Sustainable Energy Programme-
Clean Energy Living Laboratories Project (ASEP-
CELLs) and with the generous support from the
European Union held its first Energy Policy
Series. A total of 182 participants from the public
and private sector attended the webinar last 27
August 2020.

The Energy Policy Series is a virtual forum that
aims to provide a platform for discourse on
pressing energy issues. It is envisioned to feature
various research work produced by ASEP-CELLs’
research fellows in the areas of energy access,
renewable energy, and energy efficiency.

For its first salvo, the project presented a recently
completed working paper entitled “Politico-
Economic Determinants of Electric Cooperatives’
Performance: Do political variables affect the
quality of service?”.

The paper was presented by its authors: Senior
Fellow, Dr. Laarni Escresa, and Research
Assistant, Mr. Adrian Glova. Dr. Escresa discussed
the main findings of the paper, while Mr. Glova
gave a detailed description of the methodological
approach and emphasized the key policy
recommendations of the study. After their
presentation, Dr. Escresa and Mr. Glova were
joined by two other panelists, Atty. Vicar Lofranco
from the National Electrification Administration,
and Professor Majah Ravago from the Department
of Economics at the Ateneo de Manila University.

Atty. Lofranco provided an industry perspective
that examined the main precepts of the paper and
the feasibility of the suggested policy
recommendations. Atty. Lofranco contended that
aside from the ‘political variables’ that were
emphasized in the paper, she noted the veracity of
existing legal frameworks that safeguard the
quality of Electric Cooperatives in the Philippines.

Dr. Escresa responded to Atty. Vicar’s
observations, emphasizing that the paper
recognizes the de jure  legal frameworks already in
place, but it also aims to investigate the influence
of ‘de facto  rules’ which emanate from the
prevalence of transactional politics and political
dynasties that shape the dynamics of various
Electric Cooperatives in the country.

The open forum was facilitated by Professor
Ravago. In the plenary session, thematic questions
from the audience encompassed various issues
such as electricity system’s loss, datasets used for
the study, prospects of privatizing Electric
Cooperatives, and the tangible influence of
politicians in appointing board members of the
Electric Cooperatives.

To encourage discussion and exchange of ideas
even after the webinar, ASEP-CELLs uploaded a
Policy brief on its website and Facebook page that
highlights the key findings of the paper.
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ASEP-CELLS HOLDS FIRST ENERGY POLICY SERIES

The First Energy Policy Series of ASEP-CELLs shared the findings about the political variables that affect the quality of service given by Electric Cooperative in the country.  From
left to right: Atty. Vicar Lofranco, National Electrification Administration; Mr. Adrian Glova, Ateneo School of Government; Dr. Majah Ravago, Ateneo de Manila - Department
of Economics; Dr. Laarni Escresa, Ateneo School of Government; and Mr. Mark Manantan, Ateneo School of Govenrnment.



Renewable energy (RE) or clean/green energy is an energy resource
that is abundant, indigenous, environmentally sustainable and has a
net result of zero emissions. Aside from being a “clean” and
sustainable “flow” resource, RE is highly spatio-temporal. This
implies that pursuing RE to provide energy access and diversify the
country’s energy mix requires a good grasp of which RE type exists
where, to what extent and the risks involved. Mapping is a necessity
to achieve this since RE resources are highly site- specific and site-
constrained, and RE power generation requires a lot of installation
space.

The Geomatics for Environment and Development (GED) in the
Manila Observatory (MO) is developing a space-based decision tool
that considers the aforementioned spatial and temporal
characteristics that are unique to selected types of RE. This GED
undertaking proposes three (3) major RE mapping components:

Resource Assessment/Availability
This refers to the location, coverage, supply, and energy potential
of different RE types. Under this component, the (a) resource
potential and (b) site/location potential will be determined. The
resource potential in simple terms, refers to energy that is
physically available. The site/location potential estimates the
achievable energy potential of an identified RE option after
accounting for spatial factors (topographic limitations, system
performance, environmental and land-use constraints) that
constrain the feasible extraction and deployment.

the confluence of hazards,
exposures, and vulnerabilities, that
results to multi-directional
impacts;
the likelihood and consequences of
multi-hazards, where the former
comprises the catalysts of disasters,
while the latter refer to degrees of
exposures with associated,
cascading and progressing
vulnerabilities.

Siting Problems/ Difficulties
This aspect looks into the challenges
affecting siting/locating RE systems
and facilities. The objective of
including these factors is to examine
and evaluate the inherent spatial
constraints on RE resources and their
implications for serving growing
energy demand (Vajjhala 2006). Having
multi-scale implications, the spatial
and non-spatial RE siting concerns are
(a) environmental constraints, (b)
regulatory roadblocks, (c) public
opposition and (d) system barriers.

Risk Assessments
These encompass a significant category
of RE siting challenges and so it was
decided to set these apart.  Risks
accompany any RE production and
operations given their characteristics
and nature. Mapping of risk to the RE
sector would enable the visual
communication of:

Apart from extensive literature review,
the formulation and refinement of MO-
GED’s mapping conceptual/
methodological framework was based
on an inception workshop which
mainly included representatives from
the Renewable Energy Management
Bureau (REMB) of the Department of
Energy (DOE). Speakers and
participants from the DOE welcomed
the incorporation of risk assessments
being undertaken by MO-GED as part
of the broader ASEP-CELLs Project.

The main outputs of the space-based
RE decision support (i.e. atmospheric,
terrestrial, and marine) are, thus, to
form a compendium of maps on RE
potential, their site/location potential,
and risks at the national, regional and
selected local scales.   For the latter,
there are to be local Luzon and
Mindanao case studies. Risk mapping is
focusing on the influence of climate
scenarios and multi-hazards on the RE
sector. For this, another team from the
Regional Climate Systems (RCS) of MO
is contributing.

WHY MAP TO HARNESS RE?
A SPATIAL AND MULTI-SCALE
CHALLENGE
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The Manila Observatory's Geomatics for Environment and Development (GED) during a team meeting.
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MINDANAO CELL THROUGH
XAVIER ATENEO ECONOMICS
DEPARTMENT CONDUCTS FGD
ON RENEWABLE ENERGY WITH
HINTERLAND BARANGAYS OF
CAGAYAN DE ORO

Access to electricity plays a significant role on a household’s
day-to-day survival. It supports communities in many ways like
increasing business and farm efficiency, enhancing the ease of
household activities, and providing a more efficient form of
household lighting. Many citizens believe that energy supply has
at least the capacity to improve their standard of living, which in
turn, promote economic growth.

The Economics Department of Xavier University conducted a
focus group discussion (FGD) with key leaders of the hinterland
barangays in Cagayan de Oro as part of its Socio-Economic Case
Study for the Mindanao Clean Energy Living Laboratories
(Mindanao CELL) project. The FGD was held in Barangay Hall of
Barangay Bayanga, Cagayan de Oro City last August 12, 2020.

The focus group session aimed to collect feedback on the
perceived socio-economic impact of electrification for a
particular consumer group. The session also provided a brief
introduction to renewable energy as well as to the Republic Act
9513 otherwise known as “An Act Promoting the Development,
Utilization and Commercialization of Renewable Energy
Resources and for Other Purposes”.

There are many renewable energy
options, from wind and solar to
hydroelectricity and biomass, which are
alternatives to power homes other than
fossil  fuels. Renewable energy sources
will  help reduce the amount of
greenhouse gas pollution to the
environment through the use of energy
from wind and/or sun to generate
electricity. This electricity is generally
contained in batteries and can be
delivered as conventional electricity.

The Access to Sustainable Energy
Programme – Clean Energy Living
Laboratories Project (ASEP-CELLs) is a
project funded by the European Union and
implemented by Xavier University in
Mindanao (Mindanao CELL), together with
Ateneo de Manila University, Manila
Observatory, ICLEI-SEAS and University of
San Carlos. The said project is dedicated to
the growth of communities in the fields of
energy and environmental sustainability,
techno-entrepreneurship, agro-industrial
processes and urban-rural development in
Mindanao. The institution is also leading
socio-economic and scientific work in the
field of renewable energy, energy
connectivity and energy efficiency. As part
of ASEP-CELLs, Xavier University will act
as a research, training and advocacy base
in Mindanao.
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Focus Group Discussion proper with the Economics department proponent (in white polo shirt). Respondents with the Economic department proponent (in white polo shirt)
in the covered courts of Bayanga Barangay hall.



VISAYAS CELL TEAMS UP WITH PROJECT
BENEFICIARIES; CONDUCT REMOTE
MONITORING OF THE GILUTONGAN ISLAND
OFF-GRID ENERGY SYSTEM

The next step after energizing the system based on the work plan is
the installation of the remote monitoring system in the energy solar
PV and energy storage system on the island. The USC team planned
to install a remote monitoring system (both hardware and software
infrastructure) in the installed system on the island after its first
week of operation. However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, all
field works and field visits are stopped and postponed indefinitely.

With this, monitoring the system performance and daily operation
became a challenging task for the team. Given the restricted
mobility of the team to conduct monitoring visits, the Visayas CELL
teamed up with the community project beneficiaries in overcoming
the challenges and difficulties of the task.

The USC team sought the help of the households in monitoring the
system performance and operation through manual electrical meter
reading and online reporting through a Social Network Service
(SNS) platform. The team designated one (1) household to lead and
keep track of manual monitoring, manual electric meter reading,
and online reporting. This designated household communicated
with the designated staff of the USC team, Engr. Teepu Cedi Camba,
for weekly monitoring and reporting. Data captured by the
designated household on the island are sent to the designated staff
of the team for recording and reporting through the use of an SNS
platform since this is the most accessible platform in the island.
Weekly electric meter reading is conducted every Sunday at 4:00
PM to 6:00 PM. Updating of the online report for the system is made
every Monday.

Last May 18, 2020, the system on the island experienced its first
power interruption. It lasted for three (3) hours and 28 minute (4:49
PM- 8:17 PM). The reason for the said interruption is still
undetermined since the team was not able to visit the island caused
by the pandemic.

The Visayas CELL represented by the Center of Research in
Energy Systems and Technologies (CREST) of the University
of San Carlos has energized an off-grid 7.92 kWp rooftop
solar PV and energy storage system in Gilutongan Island,
Cordova, Cebu last March 2, 2020. This system is now serving
24/7 access to electricity to the 11 households in the islands.

Other challenges that took place during
the pandemic relevant to the task of
monitoring the system performance and
operation include, (1) the inability to
record other relevant and necessary
energy data because of the limitation of
the designated person in the island
when it comes to technical variables
and data; (2) only four out the eleven
households have mobile phones that the
team can call relative to the monitoring
of the system;  (3) absence of a trained
technical person in the island who can
oversee and undertake necessary
troubleshooting activity especially
during interruptions.
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Household electric meter reading conducted by the designated
person on the island.
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The first Virtual Asia Clean Energy Forum invited ASEP-CELLs Senior and Technical Advisor, Dr. Josef
Yap to present his paper on Managing Energy Trilemma in the Philippines. Held on 18 June 2020, Dr.
Yap discussed the existing Energy Trilemma in the country, a framework to manage it using a welfare
function, and the contributions of the ASEP-CELLs Project. Together with Dr. Yap, fellow speakers
emphasized the significance of resilience in the development of the energy sector. The speakers also
deemed the importance of government leadership, blended finance, and a paradigm shift in energy
sector planning in the transition to clean energy. Organized by the Asian Development Bank, the week-
long virtual forum was attended by 4,600 participants from around the globe.

ACEF 2020 FEATURES ASEP-CELLS

Asia Clean Energy Forum 2020 featured Dr. Josef Yap's "Managing Energy Trilemma in the Philippines" in its Session 4.3: Managing for Resilience.

TUNE IN FOR THE ENERGY POLICY SERIES PART II

The second part of the Energy Policy
Series will take place on 30 September
2020, from 2:00 PM to 3:15 PM via Zoom.
The Ateneo School of Government
presents the study,  “Managing the
Energy Trilemma using Optimal
Portfolio Theory” by  Joyce Marie P.
Lagac, Research Associate and Dr. Josef
Yap, Senior Technical Advisor of the
ASEP-CELLs Project.

Register through: https://bit.ly/Energy
PolicySeriesPart2.



Organized by the Access to Sustainable Energy
Programme – Technical Assistance (ASEP-TA),  the
workshop was facilitated by Communication Professor
and Social Media Strategist, Ma. Cecilia Rodriguez, and
Social Media Practitioner and Digital Media Director,
Manny Marbella.  The workshop virtually gathered 140
participants from the seven European Union-funded
projects Call for Proposals, the Department of Energy
and lead energy agencies. Most of the attendees were
communicators.

The three-day event tackled interesting topics such as
creative presentation, social media engagement and
strategy, and social media design. Guest speakers from
the European Union and the NAS Academy also shared
lessons from their best practices on marketing
development-oriented topics through social media.

A key take away from the workshop is the importance of
storytelling in communication messaging. People are
natural storytellers, thus narratives easily capture the
audience’s interest. Stories resonate in their minds and
emotion. Through effective and consistent messaging,
these stories may eventually affect their views and
behavior on important topics, like clean energy.
Engaging the audience into a meaningful discussion is
one way that ASEP-CELLs can say that energy can
definitely be ‘sexy’.

Advocating for clean energy seems to be a challenge in
the past years. The public is not aware of the overall
impact of transitioning to clean energy and the benefits
for themselves, their families, and the society.  
 
For energy communicators, the prevailing question is,
“How can we make energy ‘sexy’?”. Meaning to say, how
can we make energy relevant to the target audience?

With the advent of social media and the need for people
to stay at home during the pandemic, people began to
realize the importance of energy and its cleaner
alternatives. This is a great opportunity to promote the
cause of many energy initiatives.

Advocacy is one of the pillars of the European Union-
funded project, Access to Sustainable Energy
Programme – Clean Energy Living Laboratories Project
(ASEP-CELLs). The project aims to facilitate platforms
for sustained dialogue. Two of the many advocacy
activities of the project are to create media programs
and mainstream energy efficiency practices.

To further strengthen the capacity of the project
communicators to create strategic advocacy plans, the
ASEP-CELLs joined the Social Media Marketing &
Advertising for the Energy Sector: "Tuning in to the New
Normal" last 1-3 July 2020.
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SHAPING UP CLEAN ENERGY THROUGH ADVOCACY

Clean Energy Communicators and Policy makers unite in Social Media Marketing & Advertising for the Energy Sector: "Tuning in to the New Normal," a three-day webinar that
tackled creative presentation, social media engagement and strategy, and social media design to facilitate Clean Energy Advocacy. Photo from ASEP-TA.



REVISITING THE NUCLEAR OPTION
IN THE PHILIPPINES:  IS IT FEASIBLE?

The study explored the nuclear energy issue in the
Philippines along two dimensions: (1) assessing the
historical aspect by reviewing the controversy
surrounding the BNPP; and (2) scientific, technical,
and economic merits of nuclear energy. By clarifying
certain issues surrounding the BNPP, this will allow a
more open and fair-minded discussion.

After presenting the pros and cons of nuclear energy,
Dr. Yap 0pined that building a new large reactor
would be too expensive. There are, however, two
more feasible options should the Philippine
government decide to venture into nuclear energy:
revive the BNPP and/or invest in small modular
reactors. The latter, although not yet mainstreamed
in the global energy market, is already in the radar of
the Department of Energy (DOE).

To date, the paper has been shared with the NEP-IAC for
review and consideration. 
 
The full working paper may be downloaded from the
ASEP-CELLs website.
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The controversial Bataan Nuclear Power Plant is once again under the spotlight with the signing of the Executive Order (EO) 116 that directs to study
the possible design of a national nuclear program. Photo retrieved from : ASEAN Centre for Energy.

Energy access has been a major development issue
in the Philippines for many years. The country still
has not achieved 100% electrification primarily
because of its archipelagic nature. Relatively large
resources have to be invested in infrastructure to
expand the coverage of the grid. To overcome this
problem, the government through the Department
of Energy has been exploring cheaper and cleaner
sources of energy.

Over the past decade or so, the discussion has been
dominated by the role of variable renewable energy
sources like solar and wind. However, on July 24,
2020, President Rodrigo Duterte signed   Executive
Order (EO) 116 that directs a study on the possible
design of a national nuclear program. This includes
revisiting the controversial Bataan Nuclear Power
Plant (BNPP).

ASEP-CELLs’ Senior Technical Advisor Dr. Josef Yap
looked into this issue and wrote a paper on Revisiting
the Nuclear Option in the Philippines. The main
objective is to provide a balanced framework for the
Nuclear Energy Program Inter-Agency Committee
(NEP-IAC). This can be accomplished by approaching
this issue in a transparent and unbiased manner.



IN MEMORIAM OF A TRUE
CLEAN ENERGY ADVOCATE

The ASEP-CELLs team commemorates the life and works of
Engr. Roberto “Obet” Verzola, who passed away at the age of 67.
A man who lived a life of integrity, he is best known for being a
social activist and the father of the Philippine internet. 
 
He was also a torture victim of the Marcos regime who survived
to fight against social injustice. After being imprisoned for
three years, he completed his Bachelor of Science degree in
Electrical Engineering and later pursued post graduate studies
in Economics at the University of the Philippines. As a true
activist, Engr. Verzola never seized to advocate for his causes
on a wide range of issues, including renewable and green
technology in the country. 
 
Engr. Verzola served as the Executive Director of the Center for
Renewable Energy Strategies (CREST). One of his many
publications was The Energy Road Not Taken: How the
Philippine Energy Plan can lead to a coal-free future within a
few years. The paper discussed that attaining the government’s
energy efficiency and renewable energy targets will lead to an
energy mix where the Philippines will no longer need more coal
and fossil-fueled power plants.
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Engr. Roberto "Obet" Verxola, the father of the Philippine internet, was also a Clena Energy Advocate and
Social Activist. Photo retrieved from: No Harm Asia.

His friends and family members will remember him as
a humorous man who is an epitome of what it takes to
be a trailblazer for the social good.



Access to Sustainable Energy Programme-Clean Energy Living Laboratories Project (ASEP-CELLs)  is funded by the
European Union and implemented by the Ateneo School of Government (ASoG) in partnership with Manila
Observatory (MO), ICLEI-SEAS, Xavier University (XU) and University of San Carlos (USC).

The project supports the Department of Energy and European Union in achieving 100% rural electrification through
renewable energy, thus increasing the share of renewable energy in the Philippines’ energy mix, and promoting
energy efficiency towards sustainable and inclusive growth.From 2019 to 2022, ASEP-CELLs will build knowledge
management, invest in capacity-building and promote advocacy.

Through its CELLs in Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao, the project will produce research studies to enhance energy
policy-making and program interventions, strengthen capacities to help institutions better respond to sustainable
low-carbon renewable energy challenges; and increase public awareness and stakeholder engagement to sustain
political support and commitment to low-carbon renewable energy pathway, energy efficiency, and energy access.

Specifically, ASEP-CELLs’ researches and activities will (a) recommend appropriate sites and technologies through
profiling and mapping; (b) enhance existing energy policies and programs through assessment studies; (c)
streamline mandates of institutions to ensure effective and collaborative implementation;(d) strengthen capacities
of institutions and energy specialists to mainstream national energy policies and plans into local governance
through technical assistance and knowledge exchange activities; (e) empower social enterprises towards the
creation of jobs to support and sustain community-based energy initiatives and    (f) open channels of advocacy
platforms for sustained dialogue.

Know more about ASEP-CELLs through asepcells.ph.
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The Project Management Office of the ASEP-CELLs Project would like to
thank all partners for their valuable contribution to the newsletter.

This newsletter was produced with financial support of the European
Union. Its contents are the sole responsibility of the ASEP-CELLs Project
and do not necessarily reflect the views of the European Union.

Downloadable copy of the technical working papers are available at the
ASEP-CELLs website.
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